The Wireline Gun reduces handling time and increases electrical reliability to meet the needs of gun assemblers while providing the quality and functionality of standard Owen Oil Tools perforating guns.

This newly designed gun system incorporates a torsional lock spring that secures the charge tube in the carrier to improve handling safety and reduce handling time. The torsional lock spring provides a direct electrical ground for wireline operations and eliminates the snap ring.

Key Features:

- Reduced handling time - quick installation and removal of the charge tube.
- Safe handling - charge tube remains secured within the carrier.
- Quick and safe assembly procedures - no snap ring is required.
- Increased electrical reliability
  - direct electrical grounding of the charge tube.
  - eliminate damaged lead wire with the optional switch contact.
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Note: Guns are available in standard lengths from 2 through 5 ft. 
Gun lengths in increments of 0.5 ft are available by special order only. 
Charges and ancillary components for higher temperature applications are available by Special Order.